
Soccer Study Guide 
 

 

Objective –  Once one team gets control of the ball, they try to score a goal in 

the net of the opposite team. 

 

Start of Game -  One team has the kickoff at the beginning of the game. The 

opposing team has the kickoff at halftime. 

 

 

 

Positions 
 

Center -  ( C )  May go anywhere on the field (except the goalie box), and try to score  

                        a goal or defend his/her goal.  One center per team. 

 

 

Wings -   ( RW ) ( LW )  May only go on their offensive side of the field while trying 

                         to score.  The right wing (RW) must stay on the right side of the field. 

                         The left wing (LW) must stay on the left side of the field.   

 

 

Defenders –   ( RD )  (LD)  Two defensive players per team.  They can only stay on their 

                       defensive side of the center line and try to keep the other team from  

                        scoring. 

 

 

Goalie -  (G)  The only player allowed in the goalie box.  The goalie needs to try and 

                      stay in front of the net and not let the ball go into the goal by blocking it 

                      with his/her entire body.  After gaining control of the ball, the goalie has 

                      3 seconds to get rid of the ball.  The goalie may leave the goalie box and 

                      play only on his/her defenders end of the field, but loses hand privileges 

                       when doing so. 
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SOCCER TERMS 
 

 

 

Dribble – move the ball with short controlled kicks. 

 

Shoot – kick the ball towards opponent’s goal. 

 

Defenders – tries to keep the other team from scoring. 

 

Free Kick – opponent gets the ball right where the penalty occurred. 

 

Hands – touching the ball illegally with your arm or hand. 

 

Wing Position – may only go on their offensive side of the floor. 

 

Pass – kick the ball to a teammate. 

 

Trap – stop the ball(using your body, foot, or leg). 

 

Goalie Box – area where the goalie can use his/her hands and is protected 

from the defense. 

 

Penalty Kick – a direct kick on the goal by any player of the offensive team.  

Kick is taken at the penalty mark.  The only player defending is the goalie of 

opposing team. 

 

Flagrant Foul – any unsportsmanlike conduct. Results in a penalty kick. 

 

Corner Kick -  kick taken by the offense when the defense kicks the ball 

over the endline. 

 

Goal Kick – a place kick taken from the goal area, used when the ball is 

kicked over the endline by the offense.  Opposing players must be outside 

the penalty area. 

 

Throw-in  - when the ball is kicked out of bounds (sidelines), player must 

use 2 hands over the head and both feet on the ground. 


